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IR team challenges



Data rules!
Ripple effect
➔ Internet + programming + exploit kit + ...
➔ Crooks automate attacks (i.e. faster, more)
➔ ‘Upstream’ (e.g. security researcher, CERT) 

forced to automate response
➔ Your CERT receives too much data → no 

choice, also forced to automate



Data rules!
Conclusion:
❏  You have NO choice! Automate! Automate! 

Automate!
❏ Before automating anything, re-visit our 

workflow



Use case: phishing campaign
EMAIL SHOCK: On Monday morning, you saw 
100 phishing reports in your email inbox



Use case: phishing campaign
If you verify, look up the URL one by one…

Expect half day to complete...

Then another half day to notify owners or 
operators one by one...



Manual incident handling workflow



Manual IR workflow

❏  Repeated, manual re-checking of targets 
with many steps

❏  Storage inconsistent, tedious

❏  Manual decision making on targets: 
malicious or not?

❏  Results can take a long time to arrive (e.g. 
external sandboxes)

❏  Unsafe handling of malicious files
❏  May be identified by attackers based on IP, 

metadata

Let the robot (i.e. 
DSMS) do it for 
you!

Issue of manual processing How it can be improved with automation



Automated IR workflow

Monitor & Decide
Event Feed (i.e. global 

intelligence data such as 
Clean MX, Shadowserver)

Incident Response

DATA NORMALIZATION


Information Feed 
Analysis System (IFAS)

TICKETING SYSTEM



Incident Response Management 
System (IRMS)

ACTIONABLE DATA
(Filter and Prioritize)

Decision Support 
Management System (DSMS)

E.g. ~100,000 events E.g. ~1,000 cases



How can DSMS help you?



❏  A system using open source libraries with 
pluggable distributed agents making use of 
Internet services (e.g. lookup, malware 
analysis, reputation) to perform analysis of 
URL/IP/malware etc.

❏ DSMS is self hosted, and stores and 
aggregates the analysis results.

What is DSMS actually?



How can DSMS help you?
❏ DSMS can help you:

❏  Automate IR → become more efficient
❏  Do something very difficult or even impossible (from 

human sense), e.g. track threat lifecycle



Be More Efficient
❏  Transform human process (sequential) into 

scalable machine processes (parallel)

❏ Use algorithm to make decision for you



Do Something Difficult (for human)
❏  Aggregation/Correlation

❏ Multi-geographical monitoring

❏ Round the clock monitoring



Use case: phishing campaign
With DSMS:
❏  Just submit the 100 URLs
❏ Have a cup of coffee
❏ Wait for results
❏ Review all lookup results (e.g. WHOIS, IP, 

VirusTotal) on one page
❏  Action on selected data



DSMS in action



DSMS design goals
•  High automation

•  Repeated monitoring with custom 
schedules

•  Historical archive

•  Consistent analysis methods

•  Consistent storage of artifacts 
(Git)

•  Non-attributable monitoring

•  Distributed, geographically 
diverse monitoring

•  API to receive threat data (URLs, 
domains, files) from other 
systems

•  API to publish threat status to 
other systems

•  Custom analysis workflows

•  Identify priority targets based on 
gathered data

































Technical details



Platform / technologies

•  Python

•  Django

•  Celery (distributed task execution)

•  RabbitMQ

•  Ubuntu 14.04 (current supported OS)





Current modules
•  HTTP status

•  HTTP spidering

•  URL screenshot

•  IP resolution

•  ASN / geo IP lookup

•  WHOIS lookup and parsing

•  OS fingerprinting

•  Web site fingerprinting

•  VirusTotal analysis

•  Wepawet analysis




Future features
•  Tagging targets for 

analyst notes

•  Classification and 
prioritisation of targets

•  Android binary analysis

•  Further HTML / 
Javascript analysis with 
Thug

•  Passive DNS
•  Bitcoin wallet monitoring

•  Email address analysis

•  Artifact similarity analysis



Future plans



Some proposed features to make automation 
by DSMS more complete:
❏ Data exchange among various systems.
❏ Normalize data from email.
❏  Find useful contact, not only from WHOIS
❏  Let user choose different views of report

We need more...



Collaboration

•  Closed pilot for now

•  Open source (Apache) licence

•  Currently available to interested co-developers and 
contributors

•  Feature requests and patches highly encouraged!



Thank you

•  Questions and enquiries welcome: dsms@hkcert.org


